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§What makes something a problem?
§What makes something a good problem?
§Lots of problems to play with
§How much problem solving?
§How do you assess problem solving?



§is something that you’ve never seen 
before. 
§It forces you to think about what you are 
going to do to solve it.
§The same question could be a problem 
for one set of kids, but not another.



§Which of these is a problem to YOU?
§I went to the store. I bought a notebook 
that costs $6.99. I gave the clerk $10. 
What is my change?   OR
§The sum of two numbers is 10 more than 
their difference. What might the numbers 
be?



§Which of these is a problem to YOU?
§How many minutes are there in 4.5 hours?   
OR
§About how many words do you say in a 
day?



§Not so much being complicated, but 
requires thinking



§I bought 3 shirts that each cost $12.45.
§I bought 4 sweaters that each cost $39.95.
§I bought 5 pairs of pants that cost $9.95, 
$12.95, $22.95, $17.95 and $18.95.
§How much of the $500 I had budgeted for 
clothes do I have left?



§I bought  7 items that cost under $20 and 
bought 5 items that cost more than $20. I 
spent almost $300.

§What are possible prices for the 12 
items? Explain your thinking.



§So rather than:
§The sum of two numbers is 71.
§The difference is 35.
§What are they?



§The sum of two numbers is twice the 
difference.
§What could the numbers be?



§Drawing a picture



§Act it out
§Look for a pattern
§Make a table
§Use a model
§Guess and test, etc.





§You are on a number path made up of 
squares of numbers starting at 1 and 
continuing as far as you wish..

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12



§You move SOME steps forward.
§Then you move SOME steps back.
§You repeat both moves
§You land at 9. 
§How many steps each way?      



§Sara is holding forks and spoons.
§There are 2 more spoons than forks.
§Altogether there are not even 10 things in 
Sara’s hand.
§How many of each might there have 
been?



§On a 100 chart, you cover 4 numbers in a 
square.
§The greatest number is 11 more than the 
smallest.
§Where might the square be?







§What square has the sum of 50?



§How many might be in each yellow box? 
How many in each red?  



§I had more than 20 counters.
§I split them up into 2 small piles and 2 
large piles. 
§The large piles had twice as many 
counters as the small ones.
§How many might have been in each 
pile?in each pile?



§I represented an amount of money with 8 
coins.
§I represented the same amount with 22 
coins.
§What coins might I have had each time?



§I choose a two-digit number.
§I reverse the order of the digits.
§I subtract.
§The answer is 36.
§What could the number be?



§Available at 
§http://oame.on.ca/CLIPS/swfPlayer.html?swf
URL=tools/ColourTiles1.swf

§Site is called Mathies
§Learning tools
§Colour Tiles



§You build a rectangle with square tiles.
§You cut it in half (based on area).
§Could the new perimeter be half of the 
old one?
§Could the new perimeter be 3/4 of the 
old one?



Area = 16 squares
Perimeter = 16 side lengths



Area = 8 squares
Perimeter = 12 side lengths



§Available at 
§http://oame.on.ca/CLIPS/swfPlayer.html?
swfURL=tools/ubPatternBlocksToolCreat
or.swf

§Mathies/learning tools/pattern blocks



§Use pattern blocks. Build a design where:
§There is 3 times as much red area as 
yellow area and
§Twice as much green area as blue area.
§Tell what fraction of the area is each 
colour.





§Make a pattern block design that is 1/2 
green and 1/5 blue in area. 





§You can add as many copies of the 
numbers 6, 9 and 20 as you wish.
§What are all the numbers you can get?
§What are all the numbers you cannot get?



§1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 
22, 23, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 43



§http://www.abcya.com/base_ten.htm



§These 18 blocks show 3 x 15.



§What other multiplications can you show 
with 18 blocks?

§With 24 blocks?





§You multiply two 2-digit numbers using 
base ten blocks.
§It takes you 36 blocks to show the 
multiplication.
§What might you have been multiplying?



§The mean of a set of 10 pieces of data is 
double the median.
§What could the data be?



§Two truths and a lie





§You can add 3 numbers in a row and get 
the number 74.
§You can add 4 numbers in a row and get 
the number 74.
§You can add 5 numbers in a row and get 
the number 75.



§1. There is a fraction equivalent to 5/11 
where the denominator is between 80 and 
100.
§2. There is a fraction equivalent to 5/11 
where the numerator and denominator are 
64 apart.
§3. There is a fraction equivalent to 5/11 
where the numerator is even.



§Use variations of one you like.

§For example, how could you vary this one 
we did?



§The sum of two numbers is twice the 
difference.
§What could the numbers be?



§I had more than 20 counters.
§I split them up into 2 small piles and 2 
large piles. 
§The large piles had twice as many 
counters as the small ones.
§How many might have been in each 
pile?in



§Use pattern blocks. Build a design where:
§There is 3 times as much red area as 
yellow area and
§Twice as much green area as blue area.
§Tell what fraction of the area is each 
colour.



§Choose one of these topics.
§Start with a non-problem and turn it into a 
problem.
§ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
§FRACTIONS
§MEASUREMENT



§frequent



§If you are thinking “assessment of 
learning”, you might want to assign levels 
to the work students do.



§4 piles- 2 of same size and 2 of double 
that size– what numbers are possible.



§www.onetwoinfinity.ca
§Recent presentations
§WinnipegMarch


